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UN Report on Yemen Ignores US Responsibility for
War
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Post-9/11,  Washington launched a drone war on Yemen as part  of  the “global  war on
terrorism” – largely killing defenseless civilians, supporting terrorists, not combatting them.
The Bush/Cheney regime began what Obama and Trump escalated. 

US-backed full-scale Saudi/UAE-led aggression on the country began in March 2015.

Operating  covertly,  US  special  forces  aid  the  blockade  and  slaughter,  along  with
CIA/Pentagon intelligence and logistical support, along with direct US involvement in conflict
on the ground – responsible for the world’s severest humanitarian crisis.

The  campaign  against  Houthi  fighters  aims  to  restore  US-appointed  puppet  president  Abd
Rabbuh Mansur Hadi to power – no matter the human cost, regardless of millions of Yemenis
suffering from malnutrition, famine, untreated diseases, and Saudi/UAE terror-bombing.

A UN-sponsored report by a so-called Group of Regional And International Eminent Experts
on Yemen said

“the Government of Yemen and the coalition, including Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates, and in the de facto authorities have committed acts that
may,  subject  to  determination  by  an  independent  and  competent  court,
amount to international crimes.”

There’s no ambiguity about what’s going on and the culpable parties.

Airstrikes on civilian sites caused most casualties,  targeting residential  areas,  markets,
mosques, funerals, weddings, detention facilities, medical facilities, and other non-military
related sites – flagrant war crimes under international law.

The  so-called  “Group  of  Experts  (said  they  have)  reasonable  grounds  to  believe  that
individuals in the Government of Yemen and the coalition may (sic) have conducted attacks
in violation of the principles of distinction, proportionality and precaution that may amount
to war crimes.”

“There  is  little  evidence  of  any  attempt  by  parties  to  the  conflict  to  minimize  civilian
casualties.”
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Throughout years of full-scale war from March 19, 2015 through August 23, 2018, the UN
Human  Rights  Office  turned  truth  on  its  head,  way-understating  the  casualty  count  –
claiming 6,600 civilians killed,  another  10,563 injured,  while  admitting the real  figures are
likely much higher.

An earlier UNICEF report said at least one Yemeni child under age-five dies every 10 minutes
from starvation alone.

Annualized that’s 52,560 deaths – plus countless numbers of older children and adults
perishing from starvation,  many more from untreated diseases,  and other  war  related
factors, along with deaths from Saudi/UAE terror-bombing.

Three-and-a-half years of US-orchestrated, Saudi/UAE-led naked aggression and blockade
likely  caused  hundreds  of  thousands  of  casualties  –  many  times  more  than  the  way
understated UN figures, the casualty count increasing daily, a genocidal holocaust killing a
sovereign nation, largely ignored by world leaders and major media.

There’s no ambiguity about horrific ongoing war crimes, Washington, NATO, the Saudis and
UAE largely responsible, even Israel to blame for supporting US-orchestrated aggression.

The so-called Group of Experts ignored US responsibility for orchestrating naked aggression
on the region’s poorest country.

Houthi  fighters  aren’t  free from culpability  for  illegal  actions throughout  the war.  Yet  their
offenses  are  minor  compared  to  US-sponsored  aggression  on  the  country,  along  with
Saudi/UAE-led bombing and other high crimes, including illegal  detentions,  torture,  and
other abuses.

The so-called Group of Experts failed to lay blame where it mostly belongs. The scourge of
US imperialism is what its endless wars of aggression are all about.
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